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was admirably adapted to its alternations of heat and occasional
cold. Their normal dress consisted of two garments, each of
which was nothing more elaborate than an oblong piece of
woollen cloth. The undergarment or tunic was doubled round
the body, pinned over each shoulder, and its hanging folds caught
and held in place by a girdle at the waist. The men's tunic fell
to the knee, the women's lower. Workmen would disencumber
their right arm by undoing one shoulder-pin and leaving the
right breast and shoulder bare. Over the tunic was thrown a
cloak of somewhat thicker material which in winter could be
wrapped tightly round the body or in summer so arranged as to
leave the limbs more free. Workers would of course dispense
with the cloak while at their labour; and persons who aped the
Spartan reputation for toughness sometimes did without the
tunic. Sandals and boots of various types were worn; but not
hats, except on a journey. For sport and exercise it was usual
to strip completely. The Greeks were quite innocent of shame
about the exposure of the body; and even at public games the
athletes appeared naked.
In the second place, the character of the climate influenced to
a large degree the planning of private houses.1 The country-
house, it is true, still followed the simple plan of the Homeric
Age, and consisted of a living-room with a central hearth and
a courtyard surrounded by a pent-house or veranda. In the
city, where space was precious, such a lay-out was impracticable;
and the Greeks, feeling the need for air and sunlight, placed the
court-yard in the centre of their houses, surrounding it, as before,
by a veranda supported upon stone or wooden pillars. In this'
miniature cloister there was shade to be found in summer and
shelter from winter winds. Meals might be taken there; and
much of the household business, such as spinning and so forth,
done. But there was usually a large room for dinner-parties
1 Oikia or oikos( = house) is found in such words as 'economy* (=oeconomy),
the rules of running a household.

